MASTER MAGICIAN
When your company must win a client, or your event requires headline
entertainment for a lasting impact, there is only one man with the
experience, talent, consummate people skills and pure magic . . .
BEN ROBINSON.
Ben Robinson specializes in original close-up magic for small groups at
corporate affairs. As well, he is one of the premier stage illusionists of
his time. He’s caught bullets in his teeth, and toured 6 different
one-man shows to over 20 countries, entertaining over 3 million people
live. He’s demonstrated his unique ability to entertain adults and
children simultaneously for over 35 years.
“Ben Robinson is an internationally acclaimed Master Magician.
He delighted the audience.”— The New York Times
He has appeared globally from the famed Oriental Hotel in Bangkok,
Thailand to Maxim’s in Paris and New York. On stage, or surrounded,
sitting or standing at tables he’s performed at the world’s most famous hotels and
black-tie events from Monte Carlo to New York. Entertaining such notables as Frank Sinatra,
Diane Keaton and famous mountaineer Richard D. Bass, Ben Robinson has been flown to many
American cities, hosts preferring Ben Robinson’s brand of cosmopolitan entertainment.
Ben has blazed new performance territory since his debut as a teen. He’s made a name for himself as an
opening act for such musicians and comedians as October Project, Richie Havens, Johnny Cash, Jerry Lewis
and Jackie Mason. In Seattle he was the House Magician at Moe’s and spent 10-weeks starring alongside
name bands.
He is also known for his uncanny ability to meld magic and advertising, bringing 7-figure contracts to clients
such as the Italian Trade Bureau (ITC). He made VIPs from Japan’s oldest bank scream with laughter at The
Rainbow Room. After witnessing his making rings appear on all of his fingers at BB Kings on 42nd Street, as
a guest artist with the Jazz Mandolin Project, Anthony Tomasini of Rollingstone Magazine gave his magic a
hearty endorsement. He’s appeared in commercials for both Levis 501 jeans and AMEX Travelers Cheques
(national spokesperson) among others.
Ben Robinson regularly performs on TV, stage and close-up at premier resorts, trade shows, company events
and notable celebrations. In 2015 he will return for his 3rd engagement at the world famous Magic Castle in
Hollywood, after entertaining in Florence, Italy at the 50th birthday celebration of a member of royalty whom
he entertained when the celebrant was 25. His discretion is his security clearance.
Former Chairman of the Los Angeles Adventurer’s Club Allan Smith recently wrote,
“Ben Robinson is one of the greatest magicians who has ever lived. I cannot recommend him too highly.”
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